WHAT IS THE STREAM EDUCATION INITIATIVE?
STREAM is the diocesan investment to support the future of Catholic education in WNY. The diocese has designed and will continue to help fund and implement the STREAM Education Initiative for those schools that apply and are accepted. Currently, 21 schools participate in the STREAM Education Initiative.

At this time, we are proud to announce that The Diocese of Buffalo’s Department of Education was recently highlighted in the National Catholic Education Association’s Momentum Magazine as a leading “best practice” model for STREAM Education.

STREAM INITIATIVE GOALS:
- Reflect the diocesan commitment to academic excellence as outlined in “Faith in Tomorrow”
- Update educational programming to reflect 21st century learning
- Promote interdisciplinary, dynamic and relevant student learning
- Increase investment in professional development and reinvigorate our teaching professionals
- Emphasize collaboration within and among our diocesan schools utilizing STREAM Coordinators

WHAT IS STREAM?
- STEM + Religion + the Arts = STREAM

IS STREAM EDUCATION LIKE STEM EDUCATION?
- STREAM is the necessary evolution of STEM Education
- Science + Technology + Religion + Engineering + the Arts + Mathematics = STREAM
- STEM Education emphasizes the progression of interdisciplinary studies in the areas of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math; STREAM EDUCATION also incorporates the creativity and expression of the Arts and our faith as integral components of a 21st century Catholic education.

WHAT IS STREAM LIKE IN THE CLASSROOM?
- Lessons, units, and community education programs are based on the eight STREAM principles which promote a higher level of critical thinking and a deeper understanding of content materials
- STREAM activities are hands-on; projects based, include engineering design, and have relevant application in the real world
- It inspires teachers to include and develop 21st century instructional strategies at every grade level
- STREAM takes learning outside the traditional classroom experience through customized field trips and dynamic, interactive outreach programming in collaboration with our professional community partners

STREAM is not a new curriculum, but rather a framework for impactful instruction and meaningful learning.
**STREAM educates students for their future.**

The idea of emphasizing the subject areas of **STEM**: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math has been driven by the business community to prepare a more agile, educated workforce for our country's future. It has become evident that our economy is being driven by innovation. The creativity and communication nurtured through “the Arts” is seen as an essential component to innovation. As Catholic schools, “Religion” is woven through all subjects creating a holistic approach to education. **STREAM, therefore, is the necessary evolution of STEM education**, using an interdisciplinary approach to bridge subject areas. It is not a new curriculum, but a philosophical framework for delivering excellence in Catholic education for 21st century learners!

**STREAM education makes learning relevant.**

STREAM education allows academic concepts to be coupled with increased real life experience in all the subjects. Students become involved in hands-on projects where problem solving, collaboration, and the results of their efforts make lessons more relevant than a textbook alone. Increased technology to enhance teaching and learning is emphasized allowing students to explore their own interests. Access to business professionals further exposes students to potential future careers and helps answer the question “why are we learning this?”

**STREAM education emphasizes interdisciplinary connections.**

STREAM intentionally connects disciplines; in the real world content knowledge is interwoven, layered and sophisticated, it is not experienced in isolation. For teachers, STREAM education promotes the coordination of topics around central themes and encourages the exploration of concepts in relation to one another. While disciplines are essential, STREAM encourages teachers to ask “where does my subject area intersect with yours?”

**It takes a village.**

STREAM education promotes the focus of our school resources. It empowers teaching professionals to increase collaborative planning and teach standards in unique and engaging ways. It gives our school parents, fundraising associations and neighboring business partners a shared focus.

STREAM also recognizes the larger school-community connection as vital to school success. Educational opportunities spanning all STREAM disciplines will be sought within our community businesses, academic institutions and cultural centers. These larger school-community relationships are integral to the success of STREAM and a measure of our shared goal- a promising future for the Catholic school students of WNY.